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TO: Devlin Stone
FROM: David Lear
Date: 13 August 3079

 The strength of our alliance with the Federated Suns is greatly 
tempered by the viability of their ability to mount any effective 
military operations. Once counted the largest military in the Sphere, 
the AFFS is a shadow of its former strength despite the elaborate shell 
game they have undertaken to hide their actual combat strength. This 
weakness may be to our favor in regards to establishing a stable buffer 
around Terra. Despite this, we cannot be completely complacent. 
Of notable concern is the often-open dissent of the Capellan March 
and (more recently) the Draconis March, which may alter the nation’s 
course despite the Regent’s best efforts.
 Possibly more so than any other Coalition liberation force, the 
Federated Suns has already faced the brutal fact that many of the 
worlds freed from the Word of Blake’s Protectorate have little desire 
to see a return of the Sun and the Sword. Their abandonment by the 
Federated Commonwealth and subsequent decades of chaos and 

Blakist occupation has left these worlds ambivalent to House Davion at 
best, and openly hostile at worst. Combine this with Capellan relations 
worse than even our own, and New Avalon is faced with deciding to 
protect its core worlds or expending its limited resources in holding 
“problem worlds” against Sun Tzu’s ongoing Xin Sheng movement. 
 So long as the Princess-Regent maintains her current course, we 
can expect little interference from New Avalon and likely even outright 
support. The Regent’s “Castle Avalon” policy calls for the strengthening 
of core areas of the Suns and rebuilding outward from there. Between 
the threat of confrontation with the Confederation and their own 
overextended lines, the AFFS is not positioned to hold the Protectorate 
worlds, even if they were enthusiastic about doing so.
 Continued, excellent relations with the leadership of the 
Federated Suns—combined with hands-on knowledge from Victor, 
General Sortek and the late General Redburn—have provided us with 
reliable information on the AFFS’ rebuilding and redeployment plans. 
Despite these sources, we have also employed additional means to 
confirm the data provided. While error is inevitable, I believe this will 
be minimal in the case of this report. 

How to Use tHis Book
 Field Report: AFFS is a BattleTech supplement designed to provide information about the state of the Federated Suns military 
(AFFS) in the aftermath of the liberation of Terra during the Jihad (and before the eventual formation of the Republic of the 
Sphere).
 This first section of this book—Federated Suns Overview—is divided into two sections, a Strategic Update and the Goals of 
the Throne. Strategic Update is a brief overview of the AFFS’ current condition and perceived objectives, while Goals of the Throne 
presents the political and suspected military benchmarks the Federated Suns is likely to use in the future.
 The next chapter, Logistical Status, covers the state of Academies and Command Centers throughout the Suns, while 
Infrastructural Integrity will present an overview of the state of support units in the wake of the Jihad.
 Military Readiness, will present a specific update on the status, officers, and notable events of the brigades of the AFFS. 
Included are ratings for the experience and estimated combat strengths of each regiment within the subject brigade.
 Finally, Irregular Forces covers both the prominent state-employed mercenaries, as well as the latest reports on the state of 
the Filtvelt and Malagrotta breakaway states. 
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Federated sUns overview
 Given the severe amount of damage sustained in the recent war, and the Civil War 
before that, the Federated Suns is in a very precarious state in many ways. When faced 
with similar defeats and damage, smaller nations have simply collapsed and it is at least 
possible that the Suns may yet do so as well. But the realm’s sheer size and history has 
granted it a certain inertia that held things together through the darkest days of the 
Jihad, a common purpose if you will. With relative peace settling over the Inner Sphere, 
it now remains to be seen if the Princess-Regent can seize the initiative to mend the 
many fractures that even now strain her nation at the seams.

strategiC Update
 The Federated Suns’ military high command has been rather public in 
communicating the status of the AFFS. These open reports give every appearance of a 
strong and powerful realm that has weathered the brutality of the Jihad unbowed. The 
reality, however, is that the AFFS is more paper tiger than it is a juggernaut. 
 Marshal of the Armies Jon Davion has laid out an ambitious program to restructure 
the military from end to end, and his program is fully endorsed by both the Princess-
Regent and Prince’s Champion, Duke Tancred Sandoval. Not since First Prince Melissa 
Davion formed the AFFS’ version of the Regimental Combat Team has such a far-reaching 
program been proposed, much less attempted. It is unlikely that such an act would have 
been possible at any other time (save at the height of Hanse Davion’s power), but the 
loss of so many senior military commanders and nobility has broken down barriers and 
lowered the resistance to change one might otherwise expect. Combined with the sheer 
devastation still felt on all three of the realm’s capital worlds, this has enabled the Princess-
Regent to push through numerous reforms that otherwise would have been impossible. 
 However, while Marshal Davion has begun his reforms, which call for massive 
reorganization of combat formations and a nationwide redistribution of equipment, 
the reality is that this is still very much a work in progress, and will remain so for years 
to come. To the casual observer, it appears as if the entire Capellan March Militia 
has been reconstituted in a matter of two years, but in fact these units are more 
paper than metal, and represent what should be in place when Davion’s reforms are 
completed. This report will provide the most current formation strengths and sizes, 
to highlight just how far along the AFFS is in this reorganization process. So while a 
large percentage of the AFFS is publicly listed at full combat strength, this is actually a 
shell game made possible by the Marshal’s newest formation class, the Light Combat 
Team. Already seriously damaged, most of the AFFS front line brigades are being 
rebuilt as these LCTs, deliberately smaller forms of the classic RCTs. Because they are 
smaller than RCTs, these forces can claim to be at “full strength” simply by virtue of 
their smaller force structure, but many of these units may in fact have little more than 
a command staff to their names. The stark reality is that, right now, the AFFS has barely 
twenty five percent of its pre-Clan Invasion combat strength. 
 The StarCorps corporate intelligence report compiled in 3077 accurately described 
the state of the Suns economy and the industry that drove it. While it has lost a large 
percentage of its “factory worlds”, the Suns’ dispersed component infrastructure allowed it 
to survive and even thrive (to a limited degree) in wartime. Peace will unfortunately have 
a detrimental effect on this recovery, and the resulting economic slowdowns will certainly 
slow the rebuilding of the AFFS BattleMech regiments, if not all its combat forces.
 Internal political fractures also continue to plague the nation, further reducing its 
potential threat to neighboring realms. Between the Regent’s “Castle Avalon” policy and 
Martial Davion’s Reallocation, Organization and Rearmament (ROaR) program, efforts 

projeCt roar
 Dating as far back as the Clan war, transport 
logistics have been the Federated Suns’ Achilles 
heel. More often than not a combat force was 
resupplied not because it was the most in need, 
but because it was simply closest to the source of 
supplies. This imbalance continued through the 
FedCom Civil War and into the Jihad, where some 
commands operated at nearly full strength while 
others—no less vital or prestigious—were forced 
to cannibalize civilian equipment just to keep their 
jeeps running. 
 With the Regent’s blessing, Marshal of the 
Armies Jon Davion launched his Reallocation, 
Organization and Rearmament program (ROaR). 
The goal of this program was a military wide 
resetting of priorities, with all military commands 
selected for rebuilding based on their proximity 
to hostile borders and current force strengths. This 
is achieved both by routing new production and 
vital supplies to the priority commands and also 
by restructuring of the AFFS around the new Light 
Combat Team formation model. Commands that are 
now overstrength as LCTs may have equipment and 
even personnel shifted to other commands—or 
even used to rebuild dead commands. In this way, 
ROaR will see a general leveling of the AFFS and 
rebuilding of many shattered commands, albeit 
around smaller LCT cores.
 This process is not without its critics and 
problems. Draconis March units in particular are 
chafing at this restructuring plan, as they will see 
large amounts of equipment shifted to the Capellan 
March to rebuild the defensive line along House 
Liao’s border. Many Draconis Marchers are angered 
at what they see as their being punished for the 
folly of George Hasek’s war. Between the rising 
unrest and the already strained transport channels 
that ROaR now pushes to the limits, this radical 
restructuring may well backfire on the Federated 
Suns, creating fractures in its still unsteady military. 
 Note: At this time, Project ROaR is well 
underway, and has created a number of “phantom” 
formations—commands that are either destroyed, 
or staffed only by minor assets such as command 
staff, infantry, and light armor. In an effort to 
retain the reporting integrity we have carefully 
established in the preceding Field Reports, I have 
removed statistical references to these effectively 
depleted formations, but have earmarked all of 
them for intelligence monitoring in the future.
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First Avalon Hussars LCT
Battalion/Regular/Reliable
90% strength | 100% Upgraded
Current Base: Lee

Second Avalon Hussars LCT
Battalion/Regular/Reliable
90% strength | 100% Upgraded
Current Base: Markab

Seventeenth Avalon Hussars LCT
Battalion/Elite/Reliable
100% strength | 100% Upgraded
Current Base: Talcott

Twenty-second Avalon Hussars LCT
2 Battalions/Elite/Fanatical
75% strength | 100% Upgraded
Current Base: New Avalon

Forty-Second Avalon Hussars LCT
2 Battalions/Veteran/Reliable
85% strength | 100% Upgraded
Current Base: Shoreham

avalon HUssars
 One of the AFFS’ oldest military formations, the Avalon Hussars has suffered much over the centuries since their 
original days as the Terran Alliance’s Marine Hussar force on New Avalon. Once able to count more than twenty-six 
RCTs in combat strength, the Avalon Hussars now field five Light Combat Teams in all. The Jihad accounted for the 
two most recently destroyed Hussar commands, both of which occurred against Capellan forces during SOVEREIGN 

JUSTICE and the Capellan counterattack. 
 By the time New Avalon was liberated, the Hussars Brigade had begun to lose all cohesion, with at least one 

regiment crumbling from internal and external tensions. Once free of the Word siege, Marshal Roger William Waters 
quickly harnessed the Hussars’ anger and grief, first to bring the two provisional commands back up to speed, and then 

in several reconnaissance raids into the Protectorate. The Brigade rose to the challenges and quickly recovered the esprit 
de corps the Hussars have been known for. 

 But the focus on the Word threat proved a double-edge sword. With the Word of Blake effectively destroyed and both destroyed 
RCTs lost against House Liao, the reenergized Hussars have firmly placed the Confederation in their sights. The Forty-second 

Hussars are of particularly concern here, since it was confirmed that the Capellan Blackwind Lancers—not a Word of Blake “false flag” 
command—was responsible for the devastating loss of the Thirty-ninth Hussars on Talon. As most of the remaining Hussars are now 

stationed in the Capellan March, it will be a test of Field Marshal Solomon D’Angelo’s leadership to keep them focused in the long term. 
 

Condition
 The Avalon Hussars served as Marshal Jon Davion’s test bed for the new Light Regimental Combat Team concept. These striker-sized formations 
proved highly effective in the fluid actions of the late Jihad, and comported themselves flawlessly in several raiding/recon missions into the Protectorate, 
providing vital intelligence to the early waves of Operation SCOUR. As the first to undergo this transition, the Hussars have had several years to adjust to 
the LCT arrangement and have fully integrated these changes into their tactics.
 The First and Second Provisional LCTs have participated in over a dozen combat operations in the last four years, performing well in each. Tagged 
as full-blown Hussar commands, the First and Second are forging new traditions while maintaining many of those that reach all the way back to the 
founding of the Federated Suns. Both commands are rebuilding and assimilating some of the first, post-Jihad academy graduates into their ranks. 
 Garrisoning the vital world of Talcott, the Seventeenth saw little action during the Jihad. With the exception of an assault on General Motors’ facilities 
by Word of Blake forces masquerading as Capellans, this regiment remained out of combat and slowly rebuilt from Talcott’s remaining production 
capacity. It was the Seventeenth that provided a significant portion of the trained battle armor troopers to the restructured Avalon Hussars, after having 
converted over half of its conventional infantry to battle armor in the years since the Jihad started. The Seventeenth continues to garrison Talcott under 
direct orders from New Avalon, despite being in the Capellan March command area.
 The Twenty-second began the Jihad protecting the world of Crofton and the factories located there. Ordered to remain on station, it was all 
the command staff could do to prevent the regiment from charging to New Avalon’s defense during the siege. The formation of the Filtvelt Coalition 
and increased pirate activity gave this command a focus and purpose, until it was ordered to New Syrtis (ostensibly to help defend the world against 
potential Capellan or Taurian threats). The Twenty-second has only recently returned to New Avalon where their former CO has taken command of the 
entire Hussars Brigade from retiring Marshal Waters. 
 The Forty-second traded in their trademark fire support assault ‘Mech battalion for an assault armor unit whose lightest tanks weigh in at eighty-five 
tons. Once a reinforced regiment, this command’s ‘Mechs formed the core of the First and Second Hussars. Still, the remaining two heavy battalions mark 
the Forty-second as the heaviest throw weight of the surviving Hussars. Having just returned from garrisoning Tikonov, the unit is still rebuilding, while 
dealing with the lingering aftereffects of defending a world brutally ravaged by nuclear weapons.

morale
 The Avalon Hussars are well integrated, but still fragile. Marshal Waters pushed these commands hard over the last four years, keeping even the 
garrison-bound Seventeenth busy acting as a training force for the rest of the Brigade. With the Word routed and relative peace settling over their corner 
of the Sphere, it remains to be seen if the Hussars’ warriors can truly make the transition back to “normal” life.
 With the Word of Blake in decline, the Hussars’ hatred of the Confederation is returning in earnest, and Field Marshal D’Angelo has already been 
forced to “lend” the Forty-second’s transport assets to our own forces in order to prevent his heaviest LCT from striking out at House Liao. If High 
Command leaves the Hussars in the Capellan March, they may yet end up in a shooting war with the Confederation again. 

regimental statUs




